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Welcome to the second edition of World Wide Words an online magazine which plants seeds for future growth
Maybe we should be feeling fearful about what the future holds?
But the truth is I'm not. Often It takes a breakdown for
something new to emerge, and this is the time of new potential an inspired moment when we work together for a better world.
In the lock-downed comfort of your homes, a team of
contributing writers, poets, artists, scientists and free-thinkers
will bring this new landscape to you. The mission is to illuminate
the darkness with a steady trickle of light to make you reflect,
become inspired, and maybe even send me some of your work to
be published, or advertise here - our only source of funding.
We won't return to life as we knew it, so let's seize the day and
bring about a better future for all living things in this beautiful
world of ours.
Get in touch with me at wwwcopenhagen.com.

X Heather

WRITER, ARTIST, AND POET - HEATHER SPEARS
http://www.heatherspears.com
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Walked to the bus, Jørlunde-Ølstykke, winter dusk
By Heather Spears

Snow still holding off
and the gale at our backs
you push your bike, leaving the dirt road
into the village, our boots skid
on asphalt, it’s the time of “black ice” test and skid, find a verge.
Somewhere a tarpaulin bangs against a shed
a flag snaps and snaps like a cur’s teeth
it might as well be snowing
the sky’s that black veering into purple
Giving thanks for the return of health
under whatever you say, your step more sure your voice
timbred with chords of joy.
“Would you marry again?” you ask me
out of the blue. What do they think
these sons in their own good marriages, working it out
over the years, till now never speaking.
At the bus stop and the open highway
car lights heaving out of the dusk
an absolute darkness,
we embrace. The fear of death whose consequence
is the deluge of love –
how did we not know
there is so much of it?
Unstoppable, endless, while the wind
hurls against so we almost stagger, it’s like
coming to the open sea.
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There’s a
remarkable tree
at the bottom of my garden.
Blown over in a storm many years
ago, an entire healthy specimen
grows from the wreckage.
It struck me that society can be
like this after the epidemic
- and so I mowed just a third
of the grass and left the rest
to the bees and the
wild things.

Heather Gartside - March 2020
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The Aquarian Shift
By Heather Gartside
I've already lost all of my expected
income this year due to cancelled events
caused by the covid-19 pandemic. That's
a big deal for someone who is just
coming out of a divorce, and was
anxiously looking over the garden fence
to see what she might be doing for the
rest of her life. I should probably be
worried. Maybe even fearful about what
the future holds. But the truth is I'm not.
When you have spent your life thinkingout-of-the-box by being a mother, an
author, philanthropist, and an artist you
have been trained to be immersed in an
imaginary world; a place filled with love
and dreams of a better place. Not that I
only lived in a landscape filled with
unicorns and happy elves, I haven't, far
from it (read my second book, Middle
Distance). But I've also learned to accept
the lack of imagination, involvement and
action from many fellow human beings.
.But look now! We're actively seeing how
much we can mobilize in times of global
trauma. There's change in the air, let's
change for the better!
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It takes a breakdown for something
new to emerge and this is the time of
new beginning.
The old house has burnt to the ground,,
the foundations remain but we must
work together to dream, design, plan
and build a future TOGETHER- regardless
of race, creed or colour. This is the time
for a redesign of broken systems, to cast
aside greedy and vulgar leaders - they
have no place in our house. Of loosening
our grip and fast-paced foolishness, and
use this new dawn of collective stillness
to stare deeply into the future, asking
ourselves what matters most.

The past 2000 years have been dominated by
hierarchy and power. The key phrase for this age
was from Shakespeare’s Hamlet,
"To be or not to be.”
To make a successful and happy life, you needed
to resolve this question. The key was to "believe.”
During this age, in order for you “to be,” you
needed to find someone or something to believe
in. This has been the foundation for human
consciousness. Everything that you have learned
from your parents, and they from their parents,
has been coloured by this frame of reference.

Transformation is never a painless process.
Particularily when change has been thrust upon
humanity with such dramatic results, as with the
coronavirus. When you fast or cleanse to purify
your body, at first you feel worse, because toxins
get stirred up in order to be eliminated. Once
these poisons have been cleared, you feel lighter
and more energized. Now imagine that every
person on planet Earth is going through this shift?
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And now that is all a' changing.
The new age will be dominated by networks, and
information. The key phrase for this age is
“Be to be.”
All information is available at your fingertips.
Where the previous age was organized in a
vertical, up and down structure of hierarchies, this
new age is organized in a horizontal network,
opening the world up to true equality. During this
age, the focus is no longer on your identity and
existence (“to be or not to be”), but on accepting
yourself as a whole person (“be to be”) who does
not need to believe in something outside of
yourself. It is no longer necessary to attach to
something outside and find your place in the
pecking order, but to become a leader of one:
yourself. Instead of being a railroad carriage that is
pulled by an engine, you become your own
engine. It is your responsibility to stay on the
tracks and to keep moving forward.

We are in this post coronavirus world and we are into a time of
radical change whether we like it or not. It is a time of great potential
growth and expansion, but it is also a time of great pain and
suffering. The more that you understand what is happening, the
more that you can go through all of the changes without losing your
balance and stability.
What can you do to help make this transition into this new age
of information and consciousness?

Here are some suggestions:
Have a daily spiritual practice. Every spiritual tradition has one
thing in common: a daily practice. This can be many different
things: meditation, exercise, journaling, yoga, etc. It is not
important what you are doing, but that you do something almost
every day, but everyone must find their own pathway and collect
the tools for their own toolbox.
Don’t give in to fear, despair, or anger. There is so much happening
that can trigger these emotions. Stay focused
Don’t be a victim. You have the power to change your life. Don’t
give that power away to anyone through blame or resentment.
You are responsible for your happiness and grace.
Don’t buy into any view of reality in which you are not 100%
responsible for making your life work. The new age is all about
empowerment and consciousness.
Be a source of light. The more people who consciously choose to
embrace change, the easier this transformation will go for
humanity. It is a spiritual truth that a small percentage of people
who have shifted their consciousness can influence the rest of
humanity. If you are reading this, then you are most likely one of
these pioneers.
Find a way to spread your light: teach, heal, create community
networks, serve, sacrifice, and love.
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Understand Dharma, be grateful
By Krishna Prakash
Background:
The Vedic tradition of India is considered as the World's oldest living systems.
Veda means "knowledge" and it comes from the root word vid, which means "to
know." This system not only is a repository of knowledge related to day to day
living, but also contains in itself the knowledge that helps oneself to realize the
"absolute reality." In this system, there is an important concept called
purushartha that can be translated as "valid goals of life" and it has 4 heads. This
concept is such that all possible goals that a human being could ever conceive
of, can be slotted into one of these 4 heads.
1) Dharma: that which supports, sustains and enables the proper functioning of
any system. Some of the other meanings of dharma are duty, righteousness,
being just, justice etc.,
2) Artha: (pursuit of) wealth
3) Kama: (pursuit of) pleasure
4) Moksha: freedom from any pursuits
For now, let us leave moksha alone and focus on the other three heads with a
special emphasis on dharma.
Today many of us work hard to create wealth (artha) through our business
ventures or job. Then we religiously devote time to enjoy sensory pleasures
(kama). As we age, this gradually becomes a vicious cycle because due to
societal, peer and our very own expectations, we start to pressurize ourselves to
work harder and harder, eventually forgetting the duty towards our own body
and mind, leave alone the idea of work-life balance!
When we are caught up in this vicious cycle, the first thing that is hit hard is our
immunity. Then comes a stage where stress and other lifestyle disorders catch
up eventually. Here is where the concept of dharma comes in. The thumb rule
given by the Vedic tradition is:
Pursue wealth and pleasure as per dharma.
When we follow this, our mind and body would not be over worked and
exhausted but alert and ready to enjoy both, work and life. Thus, designing our
life as per dharma would take care of work-life balance as we would start
allocating quality time to ourselves, business / job as well as our near and dear
ones.
Once we reach this conclusion, we would be able to open our eyes and see
clearly what else can be done to make life fulfilling. The Vedic tradition has a
solution to this as well.
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Krishna Prakash is the founder of Shrimath Yoga (India), a residential
Yoga school. Since 2011, participants from 40 countries have studied
the 21 days course on Self discovery through Yoga. TripAdvisor ranks
Shrimath Yoga constantly at #1 or #2. His online course on
"Enlightened Living" is well received. One of the World's leading Yoga
blogs, blog.yoga.in frequently publishes his writings. For more details
kindly visit www.shrimathyoga.com

11
Stoneground
The rains streamed from the pumice porous clouds every two hours.
In between times the sun warmed the land, you could hear her
humming, trembling with growth and chlorophyll green. This land,
that in the soldier ant months smoked and heat hazed,
grew heady with desire.
We sat in the middle of a flower-strewn meadow. No sound, only the
wind buffeting the branches of cork trees and across our ears. Two
women and an older man all sat facing the sun, motionless and in
harmony with the huge event being enacted around us. Unseen
hands caressed and soothed our softened, sun-kissed faces. The wind
tousled our hair and vials of purest air spread through each of our
lungs like the blossoming of a tree. I lay into the flowers, into the
earth. I lay still and with an enigmatic smile brushing my lips, as the
green coils and fingers stroked and nuzzled my deepest thoughts
and yearnings.
Beside me sat my dad, the love of my mother’s life. He studied his
map and consulted a worn looking Baedeker guide to central
Portugal. A man with whom she shared a deep and secure love
which she knew she would be unable to live without, come his time
to leave. She dismissed such thoughts with quick hand movements
and busied herself with unpacking a picnic. Out of a brown paper
bag there materialised a lunch of small bruise purple olives, a salty
goat’s cheese and mouth staining tannic wine. She tore herself a
large chunk of substantial looking flat bread and tasted a secret
country.
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Dad gave up studying the book and focused on the
prospect of food. He went to wake me from my commune
with nature. Not immedi-ately though, thinking that I was
sleeping; he wondered at my look of tranquility. The pinched
look that I had worn when I arrived on a flight from Paris
had evaporated. The strictly slicked down hair had returned
to its natural waves, freckles had sweetly appeared in place
of the mask of makeup, and I sighed a smile that made him
cough and wonder at the recipient of my daydreaming. The
noise brought me abruptly back from the world of plants to
see my parents gazing down, in much the same way as in
one of my earliest memories; as they did when I was lying in
a low lit room, and looking up into those two beloved faces
offering me their dreams.
After lunch we returned to our hire car parked under an
ancient cypress tree. The high rolling clouds scudded over
and went on to release their bounty a few hundred
kilometres away to the east, on the doorstep of the Sierra de
Guadalupe.
‘Half an hour and we reach the stone circle,’ said the dad
through peppermint crunching teeth.
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The strangeness of the normality of them comforted me
now as it had always done. What I had just felt in the
meadow surely must have touched them too? Apparently
not. Dad drove on whilst I rearranged my legs and
luxuriously wondered at my state of sexual arousal.
‘Stop dreaming, our Alice! It says here there’s a megalithic
stone circle of 150 standing stones situated two kilometres
from the 349 route from Évora to Tavira,’ barked dad from
the front seat.

The pot-holed road twisted and wove its way gently upward. Flower
meadows and cork trees gave way to briar and unkempt scrubby
woodland. The sweeping vistas became crouched, as canopy like
trees blended branches and the light became mottled. A sign for a
historical monument pointed quietly to the right of the road. Once
off the tarmac, the black mud clung in huge clods to the underside
of the car and the wheels spinned and spat out glossy treacle. We
persevered, with gooey embraces and the mud gurgling fatly like
lazy custodians. A parking place and gloomy picnic spot designated
for tourists were signposted, and directions to the monument given.
No other vehicle was parked; we were out of season.
We three large people began to emerge from the tiny Fiat car. Not
typical English strawberry blondes with sandals and socks, but well
built and strong looking with dark hair. Dad first, sporting guide book
and binoculars; the possibility of spotting a hoopoe always an added
bonus. Next came mum, toting the ever-present handbag with
passports, airline tickets, sticky old sweets and packets of tissues.
Finally I un- curled myself from the back seat of the car, armed with a
camera and dark glasses.
We were at once silenced from our possible chatter by a tremendous
sound of the breeze rattling the new leaves in the tree tops. The
coltish shoots swayed and sashayed with their new curves and buds
of green lushness. Then another melody; the frantic buzz of mating
insects scratching and crackling in the air, on the ground, under the
ground, in the bushes, in puddles of rainwater, in the black mud.
Huge cou- pled dragonflies flitted overhead, beetles scrambled
intently around in the decayed leaves by our feet, crickets rasped
their amorous song and a queen bee careered wildly past with a
worker attached and three in hot pursuit. The passionate insects and
the dancing foliage ushered us into the entry of the arena.
Dark undergrowth tunnelled over us and we walked at the edges of
the track to avoid the black puddles. Heads down and stunned at
the orgy of insects, we soon came to an open sunlit space, with the
forms of upright menhirs peppering two concentric circles.
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The frantic musical accompaniment that had greeted our arrival
now fell silent, and the sun beat down to cast short shadows from
the immense stones.
We walked amongst them like sleepwalkers. Dad began reading
aloud from an archaeology book and disturbing the electric tension
with his scientific facts. Mum, far the more mystical, was silent and
deep in thought. She was trying to imagine the original builders of
the monument and why the majority of the outer circle stones
looked distinctly phallic? I was close by and was having similar
thoughts.
‘Mum, this is incredible, these stones are all about shagging!’ I
squeaked. Feeling awkward and childlike in the company of my
mother. But with the distinct feeling that any English prudishness
was beyond us this day. A slow connection to my other sensual
experiences began to grow in my imagination.
‘I know, there are about sixty huge phallic male ones in the outer
circle, and here they seem interspersed with other more female,
receptive shapes,’ she muttered, finding it difficult to not be
overwhelmed by the idea that we were the first people to ever have
professed these thoughts. Her reserve was evaporated, she’d said
phallic.
‘It’s all about fertility and sexuality isn’t it,’ I said. There was no need
for my sexologist mother to answer.
It was an epiphany to realise the desire and urgency that seethed
within the circle. The outer stones seemed to wait their turn, hard
and erect for twenty-thousand years. The passage of so much time
was not evident on the sharply hewn boulders. No vandalism here as
with so many other stone circles, be it by reusing the stones for
building purposes, or by zealous priests destroying pagan images. No,
these stones were intact. They spoke of arousal, of the back arching
timelessness of sex and procreation, and the supremacy of nature.
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‘I bet that the locals have always
worshipped on the sly here, it’s far
more appealing than that chapel in
Évora,’ I said after making another
tour of the inner circle.
The chapel, which we had visited
the day before, had been entirely
decorated with 5000 human
skeletons. It was a catacomb above
ground called an ossuary. The bones
had been laid out in intricate
patterns, with baroque columns
and gilded plaques from the 15th
century. Femur bones on one level,
all sloping to the left. Then came
tibia to the right and gaping skulls
in the middle. A little scattering of
knuckles and hip bones, and then
grandly topped off with half ribs in a
conch shell like design. Ghastly, the
place was rank with the pervading
smell of death. The largest domed
and skull encrusted ceiling had two
shrunken leathery figures dangling
down from its centre. A man and a
tiny infant, suspended for four
hundred years. No explanation, no
guidebook, only the hint of the idea
of the historic concern with pain. In
its unquestionable power and
bizarre decorative approach. I
imagined a palette of inventive
martyrdoms, inquisitorial torture
and torments of the damned. The
place was all about the fear of God,
the brutality of man and the power
of the church. Our stone circle
glowed in comparison with honesty,
urgency, fun and fertility.

‘Well, what does this shape represent?’ asked dad, giving up on his
factual book and getting swept into his womenfolk’s newly
developed ritual sex theory. This first stone struck me as that of a
woman, ample backside pushed outwards and upwards, body
arched and breasts stuck out. I gave mum the camera and said,
‘Like this!’
I struck the exaggerated pose and mum photographed me
alongside the stone. It would do as an explanation; we were
convinced that we were anthropological detectives’ hot-on-the-heels
of history. Other stones on the inner circle begged for attention. A
massive block with carved swirls for breasts was next.
‘Can you take this one?’ I called.
I hoisted up my sun top, and was photographed with bare breasts
next to the huge swirling goddess. Other stones presented equally
explicit interpretations. Mother made suggestions and I struck the
poses. Bent double and touching my toes and thighs. The stones
lacked legs, but you could always locate the buttocks, pudenda and
breasts. The camera clicked and dad smiled benignly, feeling himself
and the science community pleasingly overruled by his whirling
women. Still, the silence of the place hovered as if holding its breath
in shock. Black flies began to pester him. He swatted them and returned to watching the modern priestesses work themselves into a
frenzy of possibilities.
‘It must be the sacrificial slab!’ l gasped.
Alone in the centre or the circle I found myself confronted with a low
table like stone. I lay on it with legs apart, arms stretched out and
theatrically arched my back ready for the ultimate Stone Age shag.
Suddenly, the sky above me darkened dramatically, and black flies
dive-bombed me and my pose off the slab and away from the
moment. I had gone too far. I tried to swat them away, but only
succeeded in making myself hotter and more desirable. My parents
too were fighting the air wildly.
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The tropical chant of the insects and
the breeze in the trees picked up
again with the beat of the flies
droning
wings.
Like
nightclub
bouncers,
the
black
guardians
escorted the startled interlopers
unceremoniously out of the arena.
With rough manners they pushed
and slapped us along, requesting a
little less pseudocarnal knowledge,
and more respect in this sacred place.
The bushes swayed and mysteriously
parted as we fleeing desecrators
disappeared up the muddy pathway.
The sound of our car driving off was
followed by the deafening sound of
the preoccupied insects resuming the
orgy.
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We hastily drove another route away
from the stone circle. A small gravel
road was suggested on the map, it
led down from the high elevation to a
small settlement and eventually to
another B road. We swatted the
remaining black flies and made
breathless attempts at dealing with
the intensity of the recent unsettling
situation. There was the feeling that
we had stumbled into a magically
charged place. That we had guessed
the riddle of the stones, but had
desecrated the shrine. The intensity of
the experience was beyond us. Dad
began to smother our experience
with fact and science. Mum and I
exchanged notes on the incident for
several years..

I squeezed the fabric of the upholstered seat to remind myself of the
plastic reality of the end of the twentieth century. The cold comfort of
mobile phones, of slimming diets, of circling the earth like an astronaut
on a continual round of business flights, of broken and abusive
relationships, of drinking alone in a cold apartment, of taking a heady
cocktail of sleeping tablets and Prozac to keep alive and functioning on
the surface, but cracking into deeper and deeper fissures beneath the
perfumed exterior. I welcomed the thought of another way of being, a
way out of the mess that gripped me down to the cold and brittle heart
of stone that was fashionable Paris; a city that screwed out my last drop
of creativity, and would no doubt ultimately dump me.
The recent spring rains had re-carved this ancient track. A deep gully
had formed to the right, so the little front wheel drive car clung bravely
to the left hand side. The going was slow, but steep and thrilling. Ten
minutes into the descent, the wooded heights of the circle receding, we
came to a deep crevasse gouging out the track. All of us piled out of the
car and discussed the options. There was only one, to go on. There was
no chance of turning back and tackling the steep incline on loose
shingle. After a swig of water we all helped to form a causeway of rubble
and wood across the mini canyon. Once across, I scouted ahead for
jagged rocks and branches that blocked the way. I thundered down the
hillside clearing the route; I was strong, I was sure footed, and I felt
better than I had done in years. The little Fiat Punto inched its way down
the dramatic track. I found a resting place after my road building; I lay in
the grass and waited.
A strong desire to sleep came across me, but I stood up again and
walked back towards the direction of the car. It felt uneasy to stop
moving and be alone in this empty landscape of twisted cork trees and
lengthening shadows, as if I was observed by thousands of curious eyes.
Within ten minutes of uncomfortable waiting, the car appeared, with my
beloved parents beeping the horn and waving merrily at this sinister
place. The car had performed beyond its brand expectations. Would the
rental company ever know? The heavy breathing shadows retracted and
slid into the ground.
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Recipe for Stone Ground Bread
I don’t really have any Stone Age recipes to hand, but could twist history a
little and offer you this great recipe for a rustic bread made from spelt
flour; an ancient type of wheat favoured by early civilisations, also
considerably higher in protein than our modern genetically messed
around wheat flours. Spelt grains have been found in prehistoric tombs
and sites in and around southern Europe right up to mediaeval times.
In a very large lidded saucepan heat 2dl milk and 1dl of live natural
yoghurt to blood temperature. Remove from the heat and crumble in 25g
of fresh yeast and stir. Take 250g of wholemeal spelt flour and add to the
yeast mixture, then 2 teaspoons of olive oil, 3 teaspoons of sea salt and 2
teaspoons of runny honey. Stir with your hand, and then knead vigorously
for about 8 minutes. Place it back in the warm saucepan and leave it to
rise in a warm place for about 45 minutes.
Warm the oven to 220°C / 425°F / Gas 7 and place your beautiful ancient
dough in the middle of a greased baking sheet and decorate with tribal
slashes. Place a clean tea towel over it and place in a warm place for
about 30 minutes to rise again. Glaze with water and place high up in the
really hot oven for about 30 minutes.
Serve your ancient bread still warm and savour a secret country. I like to
eat huge chunks of it with stinky unpasteurised cheese, a drizzle of honey,
some pungent olives and a few glasses of robust red wine shared with
some mystically-minded friends.

Chapter 11 from "Rice Pudding in a Duvet" - by Heather Gartside.
ISBN-13: 978-1717159977
Photographs by Heather Gartside
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She'll Be Alright
By Claire Smith
If I really think about it, the start of my love affair with Australia
began in 1968. I was four years old and remember being told that
Grandfather Peter, my maternal Grandfather, was an ANZAC. At
four, I had no idea what an ANZAC was. But I knew it had
something to do with Australia. But I did know who Rolf Harris was.
A few years ago, before the world found out that Jake the Peg was
a rampant paedophile, I would have told you how Rolf Harris
helped shape my childhood. Now, I mourn the loss of that part of
my innocence. No more Waltzing Matilda for me.
1968 was a huge year. Not only did I find out my Grandfather Peter
was an ANZAC, the BBC also brought us Skippy the Bush Kangaroo.

t9p2whZMPwQ38AB9wu/lg.oog.ppa.segami//:sptth
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I loved Skippy. I really loved Skippy and I vividly remember secretly
crying when the last episode was aired in 1969/70. I was sitting at the
dining table in the all-purpose part of the house. Today we’d call it
open-plan living, but in this 17th Century fortress-of- a-house, this was
where most things happened. My mother had just painted a ‘feature
wall’ goldfish orange in the all-purpose room, although she said it
was tangerine and I think it was her little rebellion at having to live in
this grey mansion. My father never disagreed with my mother.
Anyway, the last episode of Skippy finished. I was sitting at the dining
table, next to the tangerine wall and my heart was breaking. I loved
Skippy with all my being, and inside I was crying big round hot tears
and they were streaming down my face in a waterfall of grief.
Instead, I got up from the table and went into the ‘other room’ and
secretly had a small, quiet sob. “
"There was a young man from Australia
Who painted his bum like a dahlia
A penny a smell was all very well
But twopence a lick was a failure.”
Not the most appropriate rhyme for a five-year-old, but then my
childhood was anything but conventional. Do you see how my life
was incessantly punctuated with Australian references? And it didn’t
stop there. Tinger and Tucker the two little bears. Koalas, or more
precisely, koala puppets looked after by Aunty Muriel. Another
fantastic BBC children’s program full of Australian stories and
adventures. I loved Tinger and Tucker, but not as much as Skippy. Did
I mention that when I was born, I was given a small koala
teddy? Little Ted. He had brown velvet inner ears and little stitched
eyes. His tiny body was made from mohair and he was stuffed with
white kapok. His ears and fur have been loved away over the last 55
years, and he has been the one constant since I burst forth into this
world and declared ‘I am here!”. He has slept with me almost every
night since and has travelled all over the world.
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Little Ted is my most treasured and loved possession, yet
possession isn’t the right word for him. We have been
through 55 years together and we share my entire
history. However, I am sure there have been many times
when he would have rather slept in the top drawer with his
opposable thumbs wedged in his once velvety ears.

https://images.app.goo.gl/tpVQdAec3yBYhPKW9t

When I was about eight, I found out I had a cousin who’d emigrated
to Australia. Priscilla. Apparently, she’d married a Chinese man and
lived in Alice Springs. I had no idea where Alice Springs was, other
than it was in the ‘outback’ which made no sense to me at all. She
was the original Queen of the Desert, although obviously not a
‘Queen, Queen’, which while we are on the subject is one of my alltime-favourite films.
35 years ago, Neighbours landed on British shores followed by
Prisoner Cell Block H! The signs were there! My life was forever being
shaped by an antipodean landscape, but it would take another 16
years before I stepped onto Australian soil.
I stepped outside the terminal building. It was like being inside a
greenhouse during summer, with a hairdryer blasting your face. In
1998 I opened a business in Melbourne Rd in a little Norfolk fishing
village called Sheringham. Melbourne Road! In 1999, in this little
fishing town in rural Norfolk I met an Australian. At this point in my
life, I have to tell you I had never been on an aeroplane. The
Australian became more of a permanent feature in my life.
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Me, after all these years actually ending up with an Australian. Well, I
thought, this is it! The Universe has been guiding me all these years
and now, I’ve made it. I have this ‘exotic’, tall, brown-eyed lover who
everyone adores and who now has to go back to Australia. Thanks
Universe!
When I arrived in Brisbane in 2001, I learned a number of interesting
facts;
1. ANZACS are biscuits.
2. You can’t buy faggots in Australia.
3. All men’s first names end in ‘O’.
I still love Skippy. I’ve met and raised lots of Skippy’s over the
years. My ‘exotic’ Australian dumped me for an older model, and the
rest, as they say, is history.I ’m a proud citizen of this great land, the
granddaughter of a brave ANZAC who fought in Villers Bretonneux
and I call Australia, HOME.

About Claire Smith
Self-starter, raconteur, penchant for fine Scottish Malt Whiskies, lives
on the Sunshine Coast in Queensland., Australia.
She has been a professional singer and actor, diesel mechanic and
journalist. A fiercely independent opportunity seeker. Claire has
raised 3 boys, an abundance of kangaroos, possums, cockatoos and
merry hell.
Claire emigrated to Australia in 2001 becoming a Citizen in 2010.
Presently engaged as the Business Advisor in Residence at the
Innovation Centre and MD of her company, Forbes Meisner.
Founder of Wildlife Rescue Sunshine Coast Inc in 2013. A 24/7
emergency rescue service for all native wildlife. Since living in
Australia I have been committed to preserving the natural
environment and native wildlife that depend upon it. During the
recent catastrophic fires she raised $400,000 to help other small
rescue groups who were trying to cope with the devastating injuries
in which wildlife were suffering.
Regularly in press and on TV for calling out developers, Council and
State Gov’t on their lack of care for our native habitats. Interviewed
on National TV which caught the ear of Scott Morrison PM. His office
contacted Claire and are now partnered to deliver a
recommendation for better outcomes in the event of future fires.
Currently the 52nd most Influential Person on the Sunshine Coast
with no ambition to be #1.
Highlights:
Johnny Depp singing happy birthday to me on the set of Pirates 5
Playing on stage at Brockwell Park to 600,000 people at Pride in
1998
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The Woman Who Waits
By Dennis DuBois

We men wait too, but out of focus,
hidden in the moving periphery,
we are inconsequential shrubs
posing inattentively.
We search without looking for things that spark
something in us, shifts our focus, turns our
quotidian life on its head, coaxing us to turn
away from our dull repetitive expectations.
If attentive, almost anything can strike us
as magical. The sun gleaming down
on bale of hay transforms it to become
a bundled pile of golden straw.
Dandelions might take over the pitch
or a lonesome daffodil might draw attention
as it rises to seek light, standing tall in
the window ledge of an abandoned building.
Even the way a person walks, expresses, the body
in motion; consider the impression left by
unrelated objects cast haphazardly together,
like dice, but taking on new meaning.
Jagged reflections suggest the unspeakable,
our world turned on its head. Almost anything
contains within it a mystical component;
recall the wavering face in the puddle.
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© Dennis DuBois

Today it is she. She’s out there again
as she has been many times before.
She is at the crosswalk, prepared for the worst
with heavy coat and head scarf.
It has rained but promises to clear.
Embedded in the scene, the scent
of freshness abounds. A joyous sky
throws light in all directions.
She and her reflection have been waiting
for moments or hours, a lifetime perhaps.
Toe to toe, sole to sole. She is the picture
of patience, a paragon of virtue.
All of us, in and out of this frame,
all at once withhold our breath,
so taken aback are we by the beauty
of life captured by the thrown reflections.
The counterfeit sky mirrored in puddles
imitate a grander design. All of life
lodged there between the turquoise
above and below her head.
The concrete symbols, the calculations,
the etched algorhythms of the stacked
sidewalks speak of the ancient codes,
whisper for her to wait… a little longer.
She abides, stands tall, hands seek warmth
in wool pockets. She looks out for something
delayed—a bus, a taxi, a friend, perhaps justice,
slowly evolving before her very eyes.
Contact: Spirasol@protonmail.com
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